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Square knitting needles soft cable

Kolláge Soft Cables offers extreme flexibility that never has a magic, knot or coil. They are loved by Magic Loop knitwear, light projects and those for whom a calm pace is part of their joy at knitting. Choose the desired length and space by sizeSquare® Circular Needles length 16 inch/40 cm with original soft strings. Square® round needle length 24 inches /
60 cm with original soft strings. Square® round needles length 32 inches / 80 cm with original soft strings. Square® round needles length 40 inches / 100 cm with original soft strings. kollage SONIX™ knitting needles, Traditional round round knitting needles made of high quality light aluminum. Different fun colors of needles and cables. The unique sn turn
joint prevents the solidification cables from twisting. Kollage needles allow you to knit faster with smoother sutures and are perfect for slippery yarns or if you knit tightly. A high-quality product with a lifetime warranty for all manufacturing defects. You're going to love them! Available sizes of SONIX™ knitting needle with fixed soft or solid cable. SONIX™
Needle Sizes US 1 (2.25mm), US 1.5 (2.5mm), US 2 (2.75mm), US 2.5 (3mm), US 3 (3.25mm), US 4 (3.5mm), US 5 (3.75mm), US 6 (4mm), US 7 (4.5mm), US 8 (5mm), US 9 (5.5mm), US 10 (6mm), US 10.5 (6.5mm), US 11 (8mm) Soft Cable lengths &amp; Firm Cable Lengths 16 (40cm), 24 (60cm), 32 (80cm), 40 (101cm), 47 (120cm), 60 (152cm) Cable
Length/Needle Length 16 (40cm) cable has 3.18 (80.8mm) needle 24,32,40,47,60 cables have 4.68 (118.9mm) needle 24,32,40,47,60 cables have 4.68 (118.9mm) needle © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Home / Kollage Square Circular Needles w/Soft Cable The original four-sided knitting needle. Kollage Square Ergonomic knitting needles
help relieve pain and tension in the wrists and hands and create smoother sutures! The squares have smooth joints and exact dots. Excellent needle, produced in North America. Behind the lifetime warranty. * The square shape is ergonomic * The unique svering connection to the fixed cable means that your large projects are not compressed * The exact
tips are sharp but not too sharp * Needle sizes are engraved, no meter required! * Lifetime warranty What makes Kollage Square knitting needles ergonomic? The square needle reduces touch stress by giving your fingers a flat surface on which you can rest during knitting. This is traditionally different from the forming round needle, which forces the fingers to
rest on a smaller, conveducive surface area. This tension caused by a round needle can lead to poor blood circulation and weakening of the nerves. Removing or reducing contact ingestion (using a square needle) can significantly reduce pain. Many customers are: knitting until they found the kollage square knitting needles! Square needle needle perfect for
knitters with arthritis, wrist canal or stiffness in the wrists and fingers. The squares are designed to reduce pain and tension for those who love knitting. As a knitter, your hands are your most valuable tool! Even if you don't have hand or wrist pain at the moment, it's worth treating them right by choosing needles and tools to support all the hard work they'll do
in the years to come! Manufactured in North America lifetime warranty Manufactured with accurate standards in Canada. From raw materials to packaging, each needle is guaranteed to be of excellent quality and design. We are proud to manufacture our products entirely in North America. Kollage squares are made of lightweight aluminum alloy and
anodized with power and coloring. Each needle is engraved on the size of the needle. Kollage Squares have a lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects and breakage of normal operation. Please read our warranty information for more information. Product information and available sizes kollage square circular needles Available 16, 24, 32, 40 round
length, sizes 0 (2.0mm) to 11 (8.0mm). Also available in 9 round lengths! Knit your socks and sleeves without colons or any special technique! 9 needle tips are bent and about 2.5 long with a fixed cable. Sizes US 0 (2.0mm) to US 3 (3.25mm). Brand Kollage Made in Canada Needles Type Circular Solid Material Aluminum $12.40 $15.50 Unique square
needle with excellent joints and exact dots. Easier for hands and smoother stitches. 40 round is your favorite length scarves, Afghans and magic loop technology socks. Soft cable Made of high quality aluminum, everything from raw materials... Read more About Kollage Knitting Needles - Easier with hands and smoother stitches! Unique Square® a shaped
needle with excellent joints and exact dots. Relief for tired wrists and helps create a smoother meter. Available in round knits, DPNs, straight, interchangeable and positioned hooks.  The soft cable is deliciously buttery, some even call it limp. This unique cord, with no memory, has a cult, and is a favorite of the magic loop. Try and see! Due to ® of Square
needles, it is highly recommended to knit a color box meter compared to traditional round needles. Note that most knitwear is one needle-sized round and DPNs for the meter. We currently carry 16, 24 and 32 rounds. If you are interested in other lengths, let us know and we will be happy to take them with us.  9 available sizes US0/2mm us4/3.5mmThe 16,
24, 32 and 40 are available in sizes US0/2mm us11/8mm. US11/8mm.
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